These were the creations of artisans who in an age of palaces made them as humble tokens for the living or the dead. When this Age of Bronze was gone, and dark centuries ensued, the Greeks were poor and decentralized, and their art was geometric. The five bronzes, shown here, belong to the last of these centuries during which Greece lay fallow, the eighth B.C. They are not the by-products of a rich community; they are the purposeful beginnings of Greek sculpture and lie fully in its current. The human and animal figures emerged from the linear scheme of geometric 238
puzzle, for it is not striped with glaze but gilded all over. It is credibly said to have been found with some Mycenaean ornaments, also shown in the First Room, and a fragment of a similar animal was discovered during Swedish excavations at Asine. So, not without credentials, this goat joins the company of the Mycenaean statuettes and stands among ther as a rarity. The provenance is said to have been Mycenae itself. These were the creations of artisans who in an age of palaces made them as humble tokens for the living or the dead. When this Age of Bronze was gone, and dark centuries ensued, the Greeks were poor and decentralized, and their art was geometric. The five bronzes, shown here, belong to the last of these centuries during which Greece lay fallow, the eighth B.C. They are not the by-products of a rich community; they are the purposeful beginnings of Greek sculpture and lie fully in its current. The human and animal figures emerged from the linear scheme of geometric
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